
HOUSE 4856
By Mrs. Cleven of Chelmsford (by request), petition of Mark Brown

for legislation to require telephone companies to establish a system
of providing accountability of directory assistance service.
Government Regulations.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-Two

An Act requiring telephone companies to establish a system for
PROVIDING ACCOUNTABILITY OF DIRECTORY ASSISTANCE SERVICE.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, asfollows:

1 Chapter 166 of the General Laws is hereby amended by inserting
2 after section 13, as appearing in the 1988 Official Edition, the
3 following section:
4 Section 13A. Every telephone company doing business in the
5 commonwealth shall establish a system of electronic or computer
6 control of its directory assistance system. The system shall
7 contain, but not be limited to, the following:
8 1) Each operator shall be identified to the computer control
9 system through a distinctive operator identification number

10 assigned by the management and shall be assigned a password
11 which shall be known only to the particular operator at the
12 beginning of every shift.
13 2) Each operator shall log-off from the computer at the end
14 of every shift.
15 3) At the end of each operator’s session with a customer, the
16 computer will announce electronically the operator’s identifica-
-17 tion number to the customer.
18 4) Whenever a customer’s call is transferred by an operator to
19 the directory assistance supervisor, the computer shall announce

20 electronically to both the customer and to the said supervisor the
21 operator identification number of the operator performing the
22 transfer.
23 5) Whenever a supervisor puts a customer on “hold”, th
24 computer shall be so instructed to electronically announce th
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25 operator identification number and the supervisor’s identification
26 number, which shall also be so assigned, and audibly indicate to
27 the customer that he is on “hold” for the supervisor and the
28 identification number so indicated.
29 6) Whenever a supervisor disconnects a customer, the computer
30 shall electronically announce the operator identification number
31 of the supervisor prior to the disconnection being affected by the
32 said equipment indicated by a “good bye”.
33 7) No recorded statement indicating further assistance might
34 be needed shall be authorized at the beginning of a customer’s
35 session with directory assistance.
36 8) The supervisors shall be integrated into the same computer
37 system as the operators and any information entered into the
38 computer by the original operator shall be structured so that the
39 same appears on the supervisor’s computer screen who is the
40 transferee of the call so that the customer need not start to call
41 again.
42 9) The directory assistance computer system shall be so designed
43 to prevent the telephone number electronically annunciated by the
44 primary directory assistance operator to be lost when the
45 secondary operator is switched or transferred onto the line. The
46 secondary operator shall at all times be capable of repeating the
47 telephone number or the first name of the party whose number
48 was electronically annunciated.
49 10) The primary operator shall be primarily responsible for
50 vocally announcing the first name of the party whose telephone
51 number is to be annunciated.
52 11) In addition to other matters as aforementioned the
53 computer system shall record the number of times that each
54 operator;
55 (a) transfers customers to a supervisor;
56 (b) disconnects or hangs up on a customer;
57 (c) answers calls from customers.
58 In a separate written notice to be included in a monthly billing
59 and from time to time thereafter telephone companies shall
60 encourage customers to include the operator identification
61 number with any complaint they might make about the directory
62 assistance service and the system shall record said information
63 along with the complaint.
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